
One solution.
A world of difference.

ViewPoint™ 6



Staff shortages, escalating costs, and the pressure to continuously optimize your resources can 
feel like an endless juggling act. 
Leveraging years of innovation, we designed ViewPoint 6 to offer a single, efficient ultrasound 
reporting and workflow solution for your entire hospital. Whether it’s Obstetrics and Gynecology, 
Cardiology, Radiology, or your Emergency Department, ViewPoint 6 delivers a customizable, 
integrated, and scalable workflow solution. 
Additionally, ViewPoint 6 offers configurable, exam-specific reporting templates based on deep 
clinical knowledge underpinned by more than 30 years of experience and close cooperation with 
the world’s leading medical societies. 

ViewPoint™ 6 
makes a financial impact.
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Delivering cost savings while increasing billing opportunities may sound like an impossible task. 
Until now. ViewPoint 6 improves reporting accuracy and introduces workflow efficiencies that save 
valuable time across all departments where ultrasound is used, ultimately improving productivity 
and increasing billing opportunities.

The right investment
makes a difference.
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When every moment matters, we make it 
faster and easier to capture information.

Emergency
Department

By integrating  ViewPoint 6 for Point of Care reporting worksheets into the Venue™ scanner, 
we make it easier and faster to capture all relevant information.

79% time savings can be achieved through integrated reporting on the Venue family 
of ultrasound products over traditional manual documentation.1

 1Based on 2022 simulated use internal study of encounter-based workflow with Venue R4 and ViewPoint 6 utilizing 8 timing workflows with and without encounter-        
based workflows.

2Only available in the United States. 

Smart ICD coding support, and standardized templates, help ensure that required 
reimbursement fields are filled out.

ViewPoint 6 MobileConnect2 allows to document exams performed using a VscanTM 
Air, or another ultrasound device. This allows clinicians to quickly capture required 
documentation on their handheld device while they’re still with the patient. 

This saves clinicians time, and supports billing opportunities, helping to ensure Emergency 
Department scans are captured.
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The complexity of the echocardiography exam often requires cardiologists to be able to 
work with the study data after the patient has left the facility. We bring the power of Vivid™ 
ultrasound to your desktop by integrating the EchoPAC into ViewPoint 6. This eliminates the 
need to use the scanner for image post-processing and cardiac function assessment. 
Echocardiograms can generate very large data sets. ViewPoint 6 provides a reliable, secure, 
and scalable way to manage your echocardiography measurements and images, build 
comprehensive structured reports, and integrate into your hospital’s infrastructure.  
In collaboration with leading societies worldwide, we have developed a solution that allows 
you to create consistent and accurate echo reports with a few clicks, maximizing quality and 
patient care.

I’ve been able to become more efficient and 
streamline my productivity. I would not go 
back to the old system.

Dr. Christos Mihos
Cardiologist and Director of the Echo Lab  
Mount Sinai Medical Center, Miami Beach, Florida
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Cardiology
When every detail matters, your 
clinicians require tools they can trust.
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Electronic sonographer worksheets can simplify communication, allowing for efficient flow 
of patient information between Radiology and referring departments.

Transfer of ultrasound measurements and findings directly into the dictation system saving 
time and reducing opportunity for transcription errors.

The automated workflow and data transfer also eliminates the need for manual entries and 
helps to minimize dictation time, keeping your physicians focused on reading their exams. 

Complete and accurate reports can also help improve billing opportunities. 

ViewPoint 6 can provide your hospital with substantial costs savings:

Radiology
When a syllable matters, it is often too 
easy for things to get lost in translation.

More than 1 in 5 radiology reports contain 
errors3.

Up to 5.5% loss in income can be attributed 
to incomplete ultrasound reporting5.

Up to 20% of abdominal ultrasound reports 
have incomplete physician documentation4. 
3Frequency and Spectrum of Errors in Final Radiology Reports Generated with 
Automatic Speech Recognition Technology; Quint, Leslie E. et al.; Journal of the 
American College of Radiology, Volume 5, Issue 12, 1196 – 1199.  

4Physician Documentation Deficiencies in Abdominal Ultrasound Reports: 
Frequency, Characteristics, and Financial Impact Richard Duszak Jr, MDa,b, 
Michael Nossal, MAc, Lyle Schofield, BSc, Daniel Picus, MDd. 

5Analysis of Lost Sonographer Productivity in a University Hospital Vascular 
Laboratory; The Journal for Vascular Ultrasound 39(2):78–80, 2015; Kaitlin 
Hoffman, RVT;1 Julie Evans, RVT;2 Preston Kershner, RVT;3 Mounir J. Haurani, MD, 
RPVI;1,2 Bhagwan Satiani, MD, MBA, RPVI1,2. 

On average, sonographers spend only 39% 
of their day on scanning activities5.

Did you know?



ViewPoint 6 started more than 30 years ago in OB/GYN because of the critical need for accurate 
documentation and comprehensive reports. 

Robust integration ensures images and measurements from the ultrasound systems pre-
populate in ViewPoint 6 so your staff can work efficiently and document exams accurately.

ViewPoint 6 leverages partnerships with professional societies (like AIUM, FMF) so your 
clinicians can be confident in the calculations and algorithms.

Inherent quality and configurability ensure your staff can optimize their workflow.

Being able to customize the program has been 
incredibly helpful & shaved minutes off of every 
exam. Because the sonographers don’t have to take 
additional time after the exam to prepare the initial 
report, there is little downtime for the patient or the 
ultrasound room.

“
Dr. Daniel Kiefer
Maternal Fetal Medicine specialist
Women’s Care Florida, Orlando

In a world where every decision matters,
it’s important for your staff to have critical
information at their fingertips. 

Obstetrics
& Gynecology
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ViewPoint 6 can help you save money by providing one ultrasound reporting and workflow 
solution that works across all your hospital’s care areas.

ViewPoint 6 can help you save time in vendor management and IT administration.

Full integration into your existing IT environment minimizes complexities.

Onsite expert implementation
System stability
Robust cyber security
Convenient and reliable support when you need it

Standardization:

Integration:

Support:

ViewPoint 6, a single reporting and 
workflow solution for your entire hospital, 
underpins our unwavering commitment 
to creating a world where healthcare has 
no limits.

ViewPoint™ 6:
The difference

One solution from a trusted 
partner makes a difference.
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